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Reay D.G. Clarke

Notes on 'The Heather Burning'

Background notes. Reay Clarke was born in Edderton farmhouse (on the south side of the
Dornoch Firth) over seventy years ago and has lived and farmed there for the whole of his
life. His family farmed Eriboll for a hundred years and he was himself ,for a short period, the
head shepherd of a Sutherland hill farm. He still tends the 400 acres of mixed woodland that
he has planted over the past fifity years. ln 1976 he was awarded a Churchill Travelling
Scholarship to study hi[ farming and transhumance in the Alps.

The Heather Burning.
Heather burning is evocative. Smoke risng in late March sunshine, the smell of that smoke
coming in across a Highland hillside and the weariness on the way back from the hill atl add up
For a thousand years
to memories of a successful burn. There is a primitive element to
and more man has carried out burning on his grazings to destroy the old growth and create
new, sweet growth - a fresh bite for his stock.

it.

Heather burning is a difficult and risky operation. The pattern of rain over the past few
weeks, the wind, the season of the year and the knowledge of how that hillside will burn all
add up to a successful burn. It is not easy. Today, as the store of knowledge of the land
and its moods that comes from a lifetime spent on the high hills declines, beneficient muirburn
is seen less and less and disasters follow when fires get away.
The need for burning is related to the grazing husbandry. Seasonal grdngby cattle is the key
to prudent hill pasture mangement. Under the old shieling system, when the cattle plus a
few sheep, goats and ponies all went up to the hill grazings in May or June and stayed there
until the crops downbye had been harvested in September (transhumance), there would have
been liule need for muirburn. The summer's growth had gone into the cow's stomach where
it was digested and the waste passed back onto the pasture to build fertility for the next season
- recycling. The clearance of the crofters' cattle from the high summer grazings was as great
a blow to the ecology of the HigNands as the clearance of the human stock was to its people.
The coming of sheep farming with its southern flockmasters and Border shepherds changed
the grazing of the hills. The shepherds of the 1800's worked their hirsels with dedication and
skrll. They were out on the hill herding theu flocks 0t ell times end in all'weathers and it wes
not right for a shepherd to be inside his house during the hours of daylight. The first rule in
herding was to lifr the ewes offthe greens at the same time every afternoon. Thus at
3'o'clock in the afternoon the shepherd would move the sheep offthe grassy pastures along
the burns and flats. They would form long lines, one behind the other, and he would see that
every sheep climbed to the higher heathery pastures there to mix the roughage with the grasses
that were already in their stomachs and then settle down high up to chew the cud on that
splendid mixture. Early in the morning the shepherd would walk the tops and turn the sheep
down on to the lower pastures there to graze until 3 p.m. came round again. The way to tell if
the shepherd was doing his work properly was to look at the sheep tracks. If they were well
marked, then clearly the sheep were being diligently lifted offthe greens every afternoon.
Skilled herding went beyond this. Hirsels were laid out so that there was a variety

of

plants

available, each at different seasons of the year. The sheep were herded to give a period of
glering and a period of rest to each plant community. Cotton grass, grasses, deer hair, bell
heather, blaeberry and, of course, heather did each in their season provide keep for the ewes
and their followers. Heather (calluna vulgaris) was the backbone of the whole system. In
autumn young, gleen heather would be eagerly eaten, then from October until January
heather seed would form a large part of the diet, in times of snow longish heather was there to
keep the sheep going and at all seasons ofthe year, heather shoots and leaves provided
sustenance and roughage. It behoved the shepherd to husband the heather on his hirsel and
thus ensure the well being of the flock in his charge - and the flockmaster saw that he did so.
The tool to the shepherd's hand was the burning.
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The rough and ready rule was to burn all heather that was growing over ankle height but, if
there was a good dry March, then the opportunity was taken to get more burnt to make up for
the years with a wet spring. The intention was to get a clean burn of the litter as well as the
standing heather, all burnt away leaving a clean, bare surface. This allowed regeneration to
take place either from seed or from regrowth at the stem base. If the heather had been
growing well and was not too long, then recovery would be swift and by August of that year,
the site of fire would be filled with thrusting young green shoots, a most palatable feed for the
sheep. If heather had been allowed to grow too old and had entered the degenerate stage,
then recovery took much longer and often a further fire in a subsequent year would be
required before right heather came back. A hirsel with a mosaic of swards and with the flock
herded in tune with the rythm of the seasons would have thriving sheep but it tooks years to
achieve and much work and worry to keep it that way.
The years rolled on and even under this careful herding, hill pastures began to go back' When
shepherds' wages and other costs rose and when lamb, wool and cast ewe prices did not, the
number of shepherds dwindled. Shepherds were required to herd not just one but two hirsels
and then a third would be added.. The hill sheep farm became a ranch with few herds and the
sheep left to fend for themselves The former careful husbandry of tending and herding and
burning became just a memory. The lack of herding and the great increase in the numbers of
deer resulted in parts ofthe hirsel being overgrazed and other parts hardly grazed at all.
Today the decline which started with the removal of cattle from the summer grazings has
accelerated as less and less care is taken with the husbandry of the land. On many overgtazed
areas the heather has now been grazed out and its place taken by deer hair and moss.
Heather burning must not stop. Fire is an essential element in many natural systems. The
accumulation of litter, which gathers over the years, needs to be burnt along with the standing
heather so that a new start can be made. Cutting with a swipe does not clear that litter and
regeneration is much slower. If the cow came back to the shieling each summer, then fire
would be needed only occasionally. What a blessing her dung would bring to the fertility of
that land and to the insect life of those hill pastures! However cows are out because of the
teachings ofthe economist and because ofthe bureaucracy that now surrounds the keeping of
them. A return to the careful herding of former times is out because shepherds are no longer
prepared to walk the hill at all hours of daylight; there are now easier ways of producing
lambs for Lairg. Yet the need for control of the heather is still there. Water is the solution for
control of heathland fires, water carried and sprayed by an All Terrain Vehicle (ATV). To
anyone who has fought these fires with a fire broom, the speed with which a jet of water can

extinguish fire is unbelievable. With a water carrying ATV, control of the whole operation
burning is now to one's hand.
is a matter of re-cycling. When it is cattle that harvest the summer's growth then not only
does the sweep of the cow's tongue clear coarse as well as fine herbage but also much is
re-cycled back to the land in beneficient dung. Sheep are just nibblers. They select the fine
grasses, leaving the rough stalks to join the accumulation of litter. The ewe is a poor
re-cycler compared to the cow. Hence the need for regular burning of hill sheep ground to
clear old $owth and litter in preparation for the fresh start. It is the return of cattle to the
high hills in summer that is required and meantime we must keep going with the heather
burning. Just let it be controlled burning, controlled with the help of an ATV and plenty of
water.
l8th. February 2004
Reay D. G.
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